
Materials and colours

The steel precision tubes of the moin action-tables are always matched to 
the matt Fenix-NTM laminates of the panels. There are four colours to choose 
from with identical coating on both sides fort he table-top: Bianco Kos, Blue 
Fes, Grigio Londra and Nero Ingo. 

moin 
action-tables

design: Andreas Störiko
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The base can be ordered Tiger-powder-coated with fine-matt texture in 
matching colour throughout or alternatively polished.
ROOMTOOL uses only materials of highest quality for the table tops made 
from Birch plywood with waxed edges. The latter are haptic pleasantly roun-
ded at the top and bottom. The round table tops are finished with recess for 
docking or without at the same price. The table top is E1 certified.
A nylon hook under the table allows the hanging of bags or organizing so-
ckets. A hand friendly expander rubber band helps to quickly connect and 
adjust the tables during assembly until the rollers are locked.

Castors

In the standard version the armchair is equipped with soft allround ‚Move‘ 
double castors equipped with no-noise pen from Gross and Froehlich in 
black. All four castors have Delta parking-brakes. Special variants are avai-
lable on request.

Extras

The standing-height pedestal tables are equipped as standard with fine 
adjustment of the fourth wheel. They are equipped with a knurled screw to 
achieve optimal stability and to avoid any possible wobble. Optionally, the 
tube can be ordered with cable feed-through at a neutral price.

Security

The tables are currently GS-certified by TÜV Rheinland / LGA Products.
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Price list 2020

  product 

  moin action-table
  moin action-table

table top 

           round
           round

    base

powder coated
    polished 

list price/piece

746
759

Nr.

9
10

Net list prices in €. Prices ex works & excluding packaging. Only the general terms and conditions of Störiko product design GmbH, as of January 2020, apply.
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Hinnat alv 0% - tuotteissa poikkeavat toimituskulut (n. 185 € / 4 kpl)
Tiedustelut: info@visualconcept.eu tai +358 50 436 7693


